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PREFACE 
For educating the masses newspapers, magazines 
and other Press media had been playing a very 
significant role. Sir Syed Ahmad Khar, during and after 
the revolt of 1857 found the Muslim illiterate, 
ignorant, backward, economically in hardship and 
distress. Not only this they lost confidence of cue 
ruler who looked down at them as rebel and traitor, 
who tried to overthrow the English. Sir Syed, who 
personally participated in relief operation of the 
revolt was crushed, he was very much moved to see 
miseries of his co-religionists. He thereafter took 
pledge to do whatever he could to better and uplift 
the condition of Muslims. After close analysis, Sir 
Syed felt that the main cause of the Muslim miseries 
and backwardness was their abstaining from school and 
college; their ignorance to Science, technology and 
modernism of the western world and above all their too 
much conservatism which taught them that learning 
English, Science, technology and modernism was anti-
Islamic and therefore ought not be undertaken or 
adopted. Majority of them lived below poverty line 
none the less they were willing to have religious 
traditions and conservatism. 
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It was in these circumstances that Sir Syed 
Ahmad decided to launch movement to librate Muslims 
from illiteracy, backwardness and conservatism. He 
along •.•.• ith close friends started an urdu magazine 
called ~ahzib-ul-Akhlaq. It was in this magazine that 
Sir Syed particularly also his close associates used 
to contribute articles on current problems related to 
Muslims such as illiteracy, ignorance to Science and 
technology and modernization of west. 
I r. the present dissertation 'Religious, Social 
and political trends in Tahzib-ul - Akhlaq of Sir Syed 
Ahmad Khan', an attempt is made to investigate on the 
basis ci articles contributed by various scholars to 
Tahzib into the problem of Muslims and how Sir Syed 
and his associates sought to solve them. Tahzib-ul-
Akhlaq from 1870 onwards became spokesman of Muslim 
intellectuals and reformists whose mission was 
educational, social and economic upliftment of Muslim. 
Sir Syed wanted Muslims to set aside orthodox 
traditions and conservatism and to became part and 
parcle of Indian mainstream. 
First of all, I must avail this opportunity to 
express my most humble gratitude to Almighty, The 
Allah, without whose help I would not have completed 
the task. 
I am thankful to my highly revered teacher and 
guide Dr. M.P. Singh, under whose able guidelinee I 
have been able to finish the present work 
successfully. He has been extremely generous to guide 
me at each and every stage of this work. I confess 
that it was due to his constant interest that I 
finished the dissertation. 
I would also like to acknowledge the 
encouragement extended by Mr Jamal Ahmad Khan, Mr 
Rajiv Bargoti and Mr. Reyaz Ahmad Khan for what I 
inspire to achieve. I am beholden to my friend Mr. 
Muzaffar Hussain who put in his best effort when the 
work was in its progress. I would like to acknowledge 
the valuable advice and suggestion to Dr. Asghar Abbas 
S'z. I am also indebted to Mr. Waseem Raja, Mr. M.K. 
Pundhir, Mr. M.Z. Nomani and Mansoor. A. Siddiqui. 
I am indeed grateful to Ishtiyaq, Ekram Rizvi 
Sajjad and Aftab. My thanks are due to my brothers: 
Tarique, Nezam, Khalid, Farooque, Tanwir, Asad who 
extend to me their co-operation at all stage of my 
life. I also express my gratefulness to Mr. Sohail, 
Mr. Qadeer, Vikram Singh and Sajed. I must thank Mr. 
Muneeruddin who typed the work. 
I am also thankful for help and kind cooperation 
of the Maulana Azad Library, AMU staff. I am 
particularly beholden to the staff of Research Seminar 
Library, History Department, AMU. They continued to be 
helpful and co-operative through out period I worked 
with them. 
Finally I am also thankful and grateful to all 
others with whom I happened to have intimacy. But none 
of these is responsible for errors that still remain. 
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CHAPTER I 
TAHZIB-UL-AKHLAQ 
During his stay in England, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan 
came in close contact with the newspapers namely 
'Tatler' and 'Spectator' which were accredited to have 
revolutionized the entire socio-political structure of 
that country, through creating awareness among the 
people and infusing a new life in the English people. 
'Tatler' edited by Sir Richard Steel, first appeared 
in 12th April 1709. In this task he was accompanied 
by Joseph Eddison. Later on Richard Steel was forced 
to stop its publication without any prior notice, this 
act annoyed Joseph Eddison, who decided to publish 
another newspaper by the name of 'Spectator' , its 
first issue was published on 1st March 1711, Regarding 
the objective of its publication Eddison wrote: 
"The aim of my paper is to publish a sheet full 
of thoughts every morning for the benefit of my 
contemporaries and to contributed to the diversion and 
improvement of the country in which I live". 
Undoubtedly these two newspapers impregnated the 
cultural life of people and created mannerism. "The 
major aim of the writer was to attack bad manners and 
bad taste, ignorance and immorality". 
These newspapers made an earnest effort to do 
away conservatism from the masses and to create an 
enlightened atmosphere to develop scientific temper, 
apart from this these papers served as a vehicle to 
create a sense of Liberty. During the 18th century, 
women in England were discarded to get education, 
these papers strongly advocated for women education of 
which they were deprived, and criticised all other 
social evils. During the 18th century in England, 
though there were a large number of newspapers in 
circulation but 'Tatler' and 'Spectator' achieved 
highest of the popularity due to the services of the 
people they rendered. 
:Sir Syed Ahmad was very much impressed by these 
two papers and decided to bring out a newspaper on the 
same model in his country, with an ambition to imbibe 
among the people a lesson of progress . Regarding his 
plan to publish a paper, he wrote a letter to his life 
companion Mohsin -u1 -Mu1k on 27th May 1870. On his 
return to India in October 1870, he started a paper, 
came to be known as Tahzib-ul -Akhlaq. In its first 
issue the aims and object of the journal were set out 
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in detail -- aims which very closely rejected what Sir 
Syed had been thinking and saying during his stay in 
England. The introductory manifesto reads: "The aim in 
publishing this magazine is persuade the Muslims of 
India to adopt a perfect kind of civilization no as to 
remove the attempt with which they are looked upon by 
the civilized nations and so that they also may be 
regarded as one of the respected and civilized people 
of the world. It is true that the religion of a nation 
participate in making it civilized. There are certain 
religions which are regarded as a hindrance to 
civilization. We have to see whether the religion of 
Islam is one of these Refinement in religion can 
be whence have come those customs and habits which are 
a hindrance to the civilization and they have been 
introduced and assimilated among us, and if we then 
give up those of them which are defective, had and 
hindrance to civilization and if we reform those which 
are reformable and keep comparing them with our 
religious principles to see whether omission or reform 
is in conformity with the injunctions of the Sharia 
(religious law) . In this Way we and our religion may 
escape the contempt of other nation". 
Alike 'Tatler' and 'Spectator' Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq 
too had to face a great challenge from co-religionist. 
The orthodox section of the Muslims asked people not 
to go through the paper which would misled and deviate 
them from true path. One basic difference between 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq and these English papers was of 
religious discussion. 'Tatler' and 'Spectator' had 
nothing to do with any religious affair. But Sir Syed 
Ahmad Khan purposely took up the religious issue 
because he wanted people to discord religious 
fanaticism and other religious practices observed in 
the name of religion, which hardly had any religious 
sanct ion. 
Earlier Sir Syed Ahmad Khan used to write in 
' S y e d - u l - A k h b a r ' , a paper edited by his brother Syed 
Mohammad but in 1864, he started a paper named sAkhbar 
Scientific Society' from Ghazipur. Lateron the same 
paper was published by the name of xAligarh Institute 
Gazatt' . On his return home from England he started 
the remarkable periodical Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq. Tahzib-ul-
Akhlaq was first published in 1870, and continued for 
seven years as Sir Syed Ahmad Khan claimed that he had 
served the community for seven year through the 
journal. Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq had its publication in 
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t h r e e d i f f e r e n t p h a s e s : i t s f i r s t r o u n d s t a r t e d i n 
1870 t i l l 1875 a n d a c c o r d i n g t o H a l i d u r i n g t h i s P h a s e 
t h e number of a r t i c l e s p u b l i s h i n c r e a s e d t o be 2 2 6 . 
A b d u l l a h Khan a n d M o h i y u d d i n Q a d r i c o n f i r m e d t h e 
n u m b e r . But i n t e r e s t i n g l y a s c r u t i n y of t h e a r t i c l e s , 
p u b l i s h e d i n T a h z i b - u l - A k h l a q r e v e a l t h a t t h e number 
a c t u a l l y r e a c h e d t o 2 5 2 . 
The p u b l i c a t i o n of f i r s t P h a s e f rom 1875 became 
d i s r u p t e d b e c a u s e t h e n o n w a r d S i r S y e d Ahmad Khan 
r e m a i n e d e n g a g e d i n c o l l e c t i o n of f u n d s t o s t a r t 
M a r d r a s a t - u l - u l u m , w h i c h a c c o r d i n g t o him was t o h e l p 
t h e c o m m u n i t y i n a g r e a t e r way. A f t e r t h r e e and s e v e n 
m o n t h s g a p Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq a g a i n a p p e a r e d i n 1879 and 
i t s p u b l i c a t i o n c o n t i n u e d t i l l 1 8 8 1 . D u r i n g t h i s 
p e r i o d 67 i m p o r t a n t a r t i c l e s w e r e c o n t r i b u t e d by 
l e a r n e d s c h o l a r a n d i n t e l l e c t u a l s n a m e l y S i r S y e d 
Ahmad K h a n , M u s h t a q H u s s a i n , Z a k a u l l a h , H a i i , 
S a m i u l l a h e t c . 
The r o l e p l a y e d by Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq i n c r e a t i n g 
s o c i o - p o l i t i c a l a w a k e n i n g was w o r t h y t o n o t e t h a t i n 
1 8 9 3 , i n a m e e t i n g of e d u c a t i o n a l c o n f e r e n c e Mau lv i 
N a z i r Ahmad a s k e d S i r S y e d Ahmad t o s t a r t T a h z i b - u l -
A k h l a q ' s p u b l i c a t i o n , S y e d M e h d i i n One of h i s 
articles mentioned that Nazir Ahmad's earnest effort: 
in conference forced Syed Ahmad to re-publish Tahzib-
ul-Akhlaq. In its first issue wrote that the impact 
created by Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq on the mind of the people 
was so deep that people did not regard the learning of 
English as herasy. In 1893 Syed Ahmad under financial 
stringencies was forced to stop its publication ar.d 
during this period he kept himself engaged in writing 
commentary on The Holy Quran. He promised that the 
articles from Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq would be published in 
The Aligarh Institute Gazette. In the last issue of 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq Syed Ahmad Khan declared that in 
future Tahzib ul Akhlaq would not be published. During 
this phase its publication continued for three years 
and there appeared about 145 articles. Sir Syed Ahmad, 
Nazir Ahmad, Hali, Zakaullah, Mohsin-ul-Mulk, Chiragh 
Ali, Inayatullah, Abdul Haque, Waheeduddin Saleem etc. 
were the people who contributed Articles to Tahzib-ul~ 
Akhlaq during this phase. 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq was a fortnight magazine ar.d 
came to occupy a prominent position in urdu 
literature. Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq is a conglomeration cf 
articles which dealt with multifarious issues like 
socio-political in general and religious in 
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particular. Besides this, information regarding the 
Madrasat-ul - Uluw was published, sometime letters 
written to editor, with full of sarcasm and critism 
were published, which attracted the attention of 
readers. 
Prior to Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, urdu journalism 
already had made a remarkable progress and large 
number of urdu newspapers, journals and periodicals 
such as jam-e-Jahan Numa, Syed-ul-Akhbar etc were in 
circulation in North India, where Urdu speaking people 
were in majority. The Aligarh Institute Gazette, 
edited by Syed Ahmad was some of the Akhbars became 
very popular, but Syed Ahmad was yet willing to 
bringout a paper which could awake Muslims to imbibe 
awareness towards modern life and create will towards 
removing impediments which had taken deep roots in the 
Muslim mind and which rendered them incapable for 
facing realities of life, Sir Syed Ahmad created in 
them need for action and struggle towards progress and 
development. Through this journal, he taught the 
Muslim the principles of self-help, self-respect and 
exhorted them to do away with the habit of wasting 
time in useless talking and wasting money on various 
ceremonies which was the cause of their social 
backwardness. Through Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, Sir Syed Ahmad 
made an effort to divert the attention of Muslim 
masses to learn science and Vocational education. 
Regarding objectives envisaged through the issue 
of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, Sir Syed Ahmad often wrote and 
said among masses that sole object was to develop 
impeccable behaviour of Muslim, their culture and to 
get rid of the Superstitions, rituals and herasy which 
had no religious section behind them and stood as 
obstacle to the growth of socio-religious growth cf 
the Muslim community. In the very first issue of the 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq he wrote the aim of its publication 
to incline the Muslim to adopt the value of the 
higher civilization and hatred towards them by other 
civilization could be averted and Muslims were, too be 
called civilized people. 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan seems to have firm 
determination to bring out this journal to infuse a 
new life among Muslims who were living a helpless and 
broken hearted life, they were stepped in medievalism 
and traditionalism. Time and again he tried tc 
convince the Muslim that the teaching of the Holy 
Quran was not against learning of science and 
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technology, Another factor that forced Syed Ahmad to 
start a campaign to clarify misunderstanding about 
Islam among other religions and also to answer the 
criticism levelled against Islam by christian 
missionaries. He wanted to convince people to his best 
that Islam did not stand against development of 
scientific knowledge. He said that through this 
journal, he tried his best for the betterment of the 
Muslims in worldly life and after this and he wanted 
to make them aware of all those prevalent evils in 
society and develop an interest to adopt whatever 
beneficial from others. 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq played a significant role in 
moulding over all outlook of the people and attracted 
their attention towards learning of the contemporary 
education creating the interest for development 
eradicating socio- re 1igious Stagnation, attracting 
towards action were some of the objective of Tahzib-
ul- Akhlaq. It was due to its effort people developed 
courage to express their ideas freely and to discover 
what is rightful, people began to realise the 
significance of the concept like nation and 
nationalism etc. 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq was partially successful in its 
mission, though it remained in hot discussion because 
of the opposition it had to face. Undoubtedly, inspite 
of all opposition, Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq was very popular 
because it proved beneficial to the people. What 
vTatler' and 'spectator' served in England, Tahzib-ul-
Akhlaq did in India. 1 According to Prof. Alirr. 
Siddiqui, there is similarity between Sir Syed Ahmad 
and Eddison, because both of them showed keen interest 
in science and scientific discoveries, helpful for all 
round advancement and tried to prove that science ir. 
no way oppose to religion. He wanted to inculcate 
interest among Muslim towards science and scientific 
knowledge, so that they may not depend on others but 
became self-reliant in all walk of life. 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq had a long lasting imprint or. 
the mind of Muslims, which has revolutionized all 
religious and socio-political life of the Muslims and 
opened the window of their mental faculty, they were 
now determined to have English education, which 
broaden the horizon of their outlook and through 
western education, they came into contact with ether-
world. At this juncture, Syed Ahmad faced a stiff 
resistance from his co-religionists, particularly 
regarding his religious discussion in Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq 
because Sir Syed Ahmad asked Muslims not to follow 
religion with blind eyes and vehmently criticized 
those customs and traditions which were heretical. 
The Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq with particular reference 
to following aspect came into bitter criticism by 
opponent of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan: 
I Education 
II Social affairs 
III Religious affairs 
In the field of education, Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq were 
opposed. The opponents thought that what Syed Ahmad 
was propagating through this journal would deviate the 
Muslim from their right path. Sir Syed Ahmad on the 
contrary found in education the panecia of all ills 
attempted to bring about political, social, moral and 
religious reform through education. He thought that 
without education, the Muslims would hardly in 
position to take part in socio-political cum 
administrative structure of the country. But his 
opponents were not satisfied with this explanation and 
they branded his Madrasa t - u 1 - Ul urn, as a centre of 
heretics and declared him kafir and asked people not 
to contribute to this madrasa. Those who opposed Syed 
Ahmad for his educational ideas and programme were 
Maulana Qasim Nanutwi, Syed Imdad Ali etc and few 
journals namely Nurul-Anwar and Nurul-Afaq bitterly 
criticised him. 
As regard to social affair, he was bitterly 
criticised and the articles were written for 
propagating social reform and social development 
became bone of contention. Sir Syed Ahmad when wrote 
against those customs and traditions which since long 
were adopted as part and parcel of the society, the 
majority of the people rejected his ideas as dubious. 
In Tahzib-ul -Akhlaq, Sir Syed asked the students of 
Madrasat-ul-Ulum to put on proper dress, on this issue 
Maulvi Imdad Ali lamented sir Syed Ahmad that this was 
an deliberate attempt to discard the Islamic dress by 
these students. Syed Ahmad advocated for mutual 
friendship among the people of different religion, 
Mehdi Ali said that the approach of Muslims is not 
right to have affection with heretics because prophet 
Mohammad served himself the envoy of Najashi, allowed 
christians to offer prayer in Masjid-e-Nabwi.u He was 
opposed for this approach, Tahzib-u1-Akhlaq came under 
heavy criticism by orthodox Muslims and branded it as 
a book which taught the lesson of hypocracy and 
deceitfulness. Inspite of all this, Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq 
without any care continued its mission to awake the 
Muslim masses. 
Regarding religion Sir Syed Ahmad took up only 
those issue which till date were untouched. He tried 
to interpret all the issue afresh in the light of the 
Quran and Hadith. He believed in moral values which 
could foster moral and material progress. He was 
against all sort of fanaticism and conservatism. He 
educated a broad, tolerant and enlightened approach in 
all religious matters. Imdad Ali and Maulvi Ali Baksh 
were great opponent of Sir Syed Ahmad regarding his 
views on religion. They opposed by all hook and crook 
and obtained a fatwa declaring him kafir. To all this 
Sir Syed Ahmad's answer was in humble manner. He never 
said anything harsh in retaliation. 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, thus rendered valuable 
services. It saved the Muslims who after liquidation 
of the Mughal empire were helpless and broken hearted 
and developed a deep sense to give up all those 
practices which came in the way of progress. All round 
development could become possible through the teaching 
of this j ournal. 
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CHAPTER III 
RELIGIOUS TRENDS IN TAHZIB-UL AKHLAQ 
Socio-religious and cultural traditions which 
developed in India during long spell of the Mughal 
rule gradually lost consistency and became unsuited to 
the social needs of the new age which characterized by 
the influence of renaissance that was the industrial 
civilization of the west. The Indian Muslim who placed 
the religion at top in life and believed in religion-
oriented culture became overwhelmed by the sudden 
change in their existing system and finding it 
difficult to adopt themselves to this change, clung 
all the more to the old religious rules of social life 
as they were. Naturally the western nations which 
after the Renaissance had developed the liberal, 
scientific and rational approach in every walk of life 
looked at Islam like the religion of the middle ages 
incompatible with modern progress holding the Muslims 
culturally backward and stagnant. In Islam, moreover 
the western writers found certain precepts which 
seemed to be contrary to the humanitarian point of 
view. They were particularly hostile to such 
institution of Muslim countries as slavery, polygamy, 
divorce, Jihad etc. 
For a devote Muslim, as Sir Syed was, this state 
of thing was unbearable. He therefore determined to 
combat through his magazine Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq. Western 
writers believed that the Muslim's decadence was due 
to the laws and tenets of Islam. Sir Syed as has been 
concluded by Percival, Spear, "launched a Muslim 
modernism which sought to reconcile traditional Islam 
with modern needs". 
Sir Syed took up one by one the sources of 
religious beliefs of Islam and examined their 
reliability. He believed that the real source of Islam 
i.e. the Quran and Hadith were quite capable of 
rational explanation in their original forms. It was 
their subsequent distortion and gross misuse that made 
them appear in the eyes of western critics to be out 
of date and even irrational. In the very first issue 
of Tahzib Sir Syed Ahmad Khan examined commentaries 
upon the Quran, a popular source of Muslim philosophy, 
history and astronomy and rejected all of them as 
reliable source of Muslim science and religious 
beliefs on the ground that they were full of fabulous 
stories and beliefs current when the commentaries were 
written which were reliable at that time but with the 
passage of time and changed circumstances had become 
outdated and in some instances even ridiculous. 
Sir Syed believed that the only reliable and 
authentic source of Islam was the Quran itself and 
sought to interpret its teaching in modern 
perspective. In the first issue of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq 
for 1870 Sir Syed wrote: "the fact relating to human 
soul, the secret which are open to it, the effects of 
good and bad upon it and condition into which the soul 
falls after the death of human being and which is 
called resurrection could not be understood by human 
being without allegorization ... for instance if it is 
stated (in the Quran) about the punishment of the 
sinners in the grave, that serpents will wrap around 
them and will devour them, it is not meant that such 
serpents as we see crawling about in this world will 
really cling to the corpes rather the condition of 
Sinner's soul is described by the allegory of the 
agony, terror and despair which a human being suffers 
from snake bite. Common people and ignorant Muslim 
Mullah interpret such verses literally to mean real 
snakes and learned people understand it 
al legor ical ly" . But as the source of knowledge had 
increased in modern times, he argued that it would be 
safe now to let the people know that these Quranic 
description were allegorical and to be understood 
literally. 
In the next issue Sir Syed discussed the Hadith 
the second most important source of Islamic 
principles. He criticized the general tendency among 
the Muslim to accept anything which to be based on the 
tradition of the prophet without its authenticity and 
reliability of such tradition. Consequently many 
customs based on doubtful tradition found their strong 
footing in Muslim Society and gradually became 
hindrance in their cultural progress. 
Muslim generally believed that all the necessary 
researches in the science of traditions had been 
perfect carried out by great traditionalists of Islam 
and that there was no further area and scope for 
research in that Science. Sah-Sitta were regarded by 
orthodox Muslims as the only acceptable collection of 
tradition. Sir Syed pointed out that even in these 
collection there was every possibility of finding 
spurious traditions. Sir Syed warned Muslims to be 
aware of these. He, therefore, formulated the 
principles and suggested that the authenticity of any 
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tradition be judged by the following: 
I A tradition contrary to general precept of Islam 
should be rejected; 
II A tradition contrary to the text of Quran must be 
rej ected; 
III A tradition not supported by revelation should be 
rej ected; 
IV Any tradition referring to historical incident 
which does not corroborate with recorded history 
be regarded invalid and, 
V The tradition in which the existing condition of 
a thing is described as being known by-
revelation, but which does not correspond with 
its nature should be regarded as untrue. 
To Sir Syed Ahmad the Quran was the only source 
of Islamic tenets and tried to prove its conformity 
with the rational standpoint of scientific age, so 
that the contempt of western writers might be removed. 
For that be accepted the laws of nature. To Sir Syed 
"whole Universe is controlled by God through laws cf 
nature. The law of nature is inviolable because 
whatever God does is the law of nature". Since the 
law of nature was made by God and Islam is a religie:: 
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created by God, therefore, there is agreement between 
the two. No principles of Islam and no law of Shariat 
can be against the law of nature when he says, "Islam 
is nature and nature is Islam", he means the agreement 
between the two. Sir Syed finally believed that 
"neither the Quran is contrary to law of nature, nor 
is the law of nature contrary to religion, there is 
—i 
nothing against Firat-e-Allah. 
In subsequent issues he produced a series of 
articles to interpret some Quranic verses in a 
rational way. "God is the first creator undoubtedly 
true". "The Holy Quran says that God uttered the Word 
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'Be' and this was beginning of all creation. Man is 
also His creation. Sir Syed quotes Quranic verses 
which says": we created you and then gave you shape 
and form". He holds that man is not a machine which 
performs only specific functions. But he is like a 
tree which develops on all sides on account of all 
those inherent power that God has put into him. 
Man's great guide is reason which enables him to 
differentiate between evils and good. A man is said 
to be rational when he uses his reason and pursue his 
duty in its lighc. Orthodox ulema criticized the 
application of reason to understand religious 
problems. To them reason is imperfect, so that what 
God and the Prophet revealed was beyond question. Sir 
Syed did not agree with this outlook. He realized that 
the educated generation of the Muslim inclined to 
believe only what satisfied their reason, so he 
argued that only a rationalistic explanation could be 
helpful in a situation in which the Muslim of India 
were living. He defined the reason m following 
words that 'it is that inherent capacity in man by 
which be draws conclusion on the basis of observation 
of objective phenomenon after mental thinking'. 
Reason, according to Sir Syed, 'can guide us in 
Understanding all problems connected with religion'. " ~ 
Human nature, according to Sir Syed Ahmad is net 
homogenous, it contains within itself contradiction cf 
good and evil, in a good person virtue guides vice and 
in evil person vice control virtue. Sometime virtue is 
triumphant on vice and at other time vice is 
triumphant on virtue. But there are people in whom the 
virtue alone dominates, these are person cf 
exceptional character and ability. Further he was cf 
the view that no man can achieve perfection. This is 
not only true of individual but also of communities 
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and nation, to think that one in perfect is a sign of 
its destruction.17 Therefore we should not believe 
that one can't commit mistakes or that he is perfect. 
Sir Syed said that only God is perfect and only He 
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can commit no mistakes. Man is Ashraf-ul-Makhluqat, 
he has the power to distinguish between good and evil. 
To say that a man is good or had due to customs and 
tradition is wrong as Sir Syed believed that man has 
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capacity to do good or reject bad also. Man who 
possess greater number of virtues is good, virtue is 
immortal which passes from one generation to other and 
this process will continue till the last day of 
creation. God and nature are superior to man. God is 
the creator of virtues and also of Sin, good and evil. 
God control and make the laws to function the world 
2 1 all according to his wishes. 
Religion is essential for moral well being of 
the people. Religious Truth is sometime different from 
the scientific Truth. The religious ideas are accepted 
and entertained independently. Man from the very 
beginning has been a religious animal. The idea of 
religion is as old as history of man kind. Sir Syed 
believed that true religion did not hamper the 
progress and development of man because God never 
desired that his creature should decline, if God had 
thought of degrading man, there was no need of 
creating him. 
The Indian Muslim were religious minded. They 
always tried to trace everything to back to religion. 
Religion was "their life history, character, 
patriotism -- infact every thing.... religion was the 
basis of all action and vital point upon which 
everything turned". Without religion and faith in 
God man is not complete. Muslim regarded their 
religious principles as perfect and superior to other 
religious beliefs. The Quran and Hadith were the 
fundamental source of all religious principles of 
life, therefore, no alteration was possible, following 
of which was considered meritorious. Apart from Ulerr.a, 
the common Muslim in India " held with more or 
less orthodoxy the tenets of their faith " 
Fundamentalism and conservatism in religion by 
and large enjoyed approval of the society but Sir Syed 
Ahmad had two problems in this regard to face : One was 
taqlid and other Iftehad. The both had to be tackled 
with utmost care. The Ulemas putting restriction on 
taqlid made it difficult to them to perform their 
original duty i.e., guiding the Muslims in a novel 
situation by interpreting religious teachings in 
modern perspective old institutions like polygamy, 
slavery might lost their utility and became anomalous 
in new age but they could not be modified. Nor could 
innovation and new ideas find any easy acceptance that 
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might come under the heading of bida. Their services 
in India, thus a negative one, to maintain a uniform 
social life for the people and to preserve the 
religious and ethical tradition handed them by their 
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predecessor. 
The emphasis on tradition and taqlid was 
transmitting from generation to generation of the 
Indian Muslims. Traditionalism was deep rooted among 
Muslim who were not ready to deviate from the path 
shown by Mullahs. Sir Syed believed that Muslim were 
not prepared to accept science because of their 
conservatism. Therefore with his educational campaign 
he tried to liberate the Muslim from traditionalism in 
politics as well as in religion. The Quran in which 
the message of God is preserved with the utmost 
correctness, the ulemas took it to be " 
superfluous - nay even sinful to concern themselves 
about the affairs of western world or to take any 
interest in their progressive mesures". The Muslims 
and Ulewas, therefore, considered western culture 
abominable and hated the manners of the west. They 
even did not like to shake hands with christains, to 
eat in their companion or indeed to accept anything 
cooked or offered by them. Sir Syed on the other 
hand opinioned that interdining with Ahl-e-kitab was 
permissible. He has discussed this point in length in 
his book. Risala Ahkam Juaam Ahl-e-Kitab. 
Sir Syed Ahmad thus made an attempt to "bring 
Islam into fresh vogue by recognizing and adopting the 
sum total of western knowledge particularly natural 
science and its allied branches of study". Sir Syed 
was the first among the Muslim to feel the need of 
reconstruction in religious thinkings.31 He believed 
that social degeneration of Muslim was due the wrong 
conception of putting jahandari and dindari together. 
They were two apposite passions and forces one who 
achieved jahandari lost dindari and vice-versa. Sir 
Syed further said that religion should be used as 
religion and worldly affairs should be dealt with as 
worldly and there ought to be no minglling. To mix 
religious affairs with worldly affairs would be 
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ridiculous. Thus we find Sir Syed Ahmad making efforts 
to purify the sources of religion on one hand through 
publishing of articles in Tahzib. On the other to 
expose the social weakness which degraded Muslim in 
the eyes of Europeans. He chalked out programme of 
reform and betterment which necessitated the 
acceptance of western education in accordance with the 
reformed religious principles of Islam. 
Sir Syed's method was to take a general estimate 
of all the vices prevalent in the Muslim society and 
after analysing its injurious effects on the society, 
be then suggested a way how to save the society from 
degeneration. When he took up the issue of women's 
right in Islam, he came to the conclusion that Islam 
has given them more right than christainity, but their 
existing condition was worst than their counterparts 
in Europe. He claimed that for their present situation 
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Islam was in no way responsible but their ignorance. 
Further he said Muslim being on account of Uncivilized 
have adopted such ill-treatments towards their women 
on which other's laugh. 
On his return from England Sir Syed had to face 
the christain missionaries who were carrying 
propaganda against Islam in India. The religious 
activities of christain missionaries created religious 
antagonism between the christain and Muslim. Since 
1813, when a parliamentary clause had legalized 
missionary activities in India. In North India 
centres were established at Agra, Ludhiana, 
Saharanpur, Allahabad, Mainpuri etc. Missionaries 
freely used both press and plateform for their purpose 
and condemned the religious beliefs of both Hindus and 
Muslims. William Muir, in his book Life of Mohamet:, 
attacked on the life of prophet Mohammad and declared 
moral principles of Islam as incompatible with modern 
ideals. He alleged further that the present decline of 
Muslim throughout the world was due to Islamic 
conservatism. At this juncture Sir Syed came forward 
to meet this challenge. He wrote essays on the life of 
the Prophet Mohammad (1870) in English which were 
later on published in urdu. Under the title of Al -
Khutbat-e-Ahmadiya, in which he refuted all the 
baseless charges of Muir against Islam. He wrote 
commentary on the Bible (known in Urdu as 1'aba'in ul-
kalam) , he accepted the Bible to be truely revealed 
book but did not corroborate the mysteries of 
christain religion, but upheld the Quranic point of 
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view in every controversial questions. Syed Ahmad was 
able to prove as regards authenticity of the Bible 
could not stand at par with the Quran in any respect. 
Sir Syed Ahmad was the first man in modern India 
to realize the necessity for a new interpretation of 
Islam that was liberal, modern and progressive. In his 
attempt to re -interprete Islam, he was to face strong 
opposition from co-religionist who were the product cf 
conservatism and traditionalism i.e. taqlid' Maulvi 
Imad Ali was particularly hostile to the mission of 
Sir Syed, he wrote several articles refuting his ideas 
and intention and wrote a book Imdad-ul-Afaq, in this 
book he published the fatwa of kufr (Charges of 
heresy) delivered against Sir Syed by all the 
important Ulemas of India. Indeed the opposition was 
so strong that his friend insisted upon Sir Syed to 
refute the allegation of his opponents and explain his 
true position regarding his religious beliefs. Both 
Sir Syed Ahmad and Mohsin-ul-Mulk wrote articles in 
Tahzib to examine the allegation and in detail and to 
re-assert their views with fresh arguments. 7 Sir Syed 
did not care these opposition and carried his mission 
with full enthusiasm which gradually gaining ground 
and his magazine grew more popular. The most notable 
change be noticed was the rebirth of life in the 
depressed heart of Muslim, now people started thinking 
in terms of doing something for the nation, such was 
the impact on the mind of the people that they became 
conscious of backwardness of educational system. Some 
of them seriously felt for an improvement in the 
existing system, while others desired to do away the 
existing educational system and emphasized to learn 
modern science and technology. 
Sir Syed Ahmad, therefore, tried to define what 
actually were the true basis of Islam: 
I He emphasized unequivocally that the only 
reliable and authentic source of Islam is the 
Quran. He asked the scholar to interprete the 
Quran in accordance with present situation and to 
ignore myths and stories incorporated in 
commentaries in the Holy Book and to stand for 
the basic text. 
II with regards to traditions, he held the 
traditionalist concentrated merely on the 
authenticity of the chain of transmitter and did 
not pay attention to the authenticity of its 
content. Sir Syed was of the view that are must, 
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therefore, examine all the collection with a 
critical eyes and reject all those which were not 
inconformity with the Quran and contradict to 
human experience and reason. 
Ill he does not recognize Igma as the source of 
Islamic laws. But he stood strongly for Igtehad 
in almost all matters. 
Thus we find that through his liberal 
interpretation of Islam, Sir Syed Ahmad succeeded in 
paving the way for modern progressive tends in Islam. 
Sir Syed as has been rightly concluded by Dr. 
Percival. That Sir Syed launched a Muslim modernism 
which sought to reconcile traditional Islam with 
modern needs. 
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CHAPTER III 
RELIGIOUS TRENDS IN TAHZIB-UL AKHLAQ 
Socio-religious and cultural traditions which 
developed in India during long spell of the Mughal 
rule gradually lost consistency and became unsuited to 
the social needs of the new age which characterized by 
the influence of renaissance that was the industrial 
civilization of the west. The Indian Muslim who placed 
the religion at top in life and believed in religion-
oriented culture became overwhelmed by the sudden 
change in their existing system and finding it 
difficult to adopt themselves to this change, clung 
all the more to the old religious rules of social life 
as they were. Naturally the western nations which 
after the Renaissance had developed the liberal, 
scientific and rational approach in every walk of life 
looked at Islam like the religion of the middle ages 
incompatible with modern progress holding the Muslims 
culturally backward and stagnant. In Islam, moreover 
the western writers found certain precepts which 
seemed to be contrary to the humanitarian point cf 
view. They were particularly hostile to such 
institution of Muslim countries as slavery, polygamy, 
divorce, Jihad etc. 
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For a devote Muslim, as Sir Syed was, this state 
of thing was unbearable. He therefore determined to 
combat through his magazine Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq. Western 
writers believed that the Muslim's decadence was due 
to the laws and tenets of Islam. Sir Syed as has been 
concluded by Percival, Spear, "launched a Muslim 
modernism which sought to reconcile traditional Islam 
with modern needs". 
Sir Syed took up one by one the sources of 
religious beliefs of Islam and examined their 
reliability. He believed that the real source of Islam 
i.e. the Quran and Hadith were quite capable of 
rational explanation in their original forms. It was 
their subsequent distortion and gross misuse that made 
them appear in the eyes of western critics to be out 
of date and ever, irrational. In the very first issue 
of Tahzib Sir Syed Ahmad Khan examined commentaries 
upon the Quran, a popular source of Muslim philosophy, 
history and astronomy and rejected all of them as 
reliable source of Muslim science and religious 
beliefs on the ground that they were full of fabulous 
stories and beliefs current when the commentaries were 
written which were reliable at that time but with the 
passage of time and changed circumstances had become 
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outdated and in some instances even ridiculous. 
Sir Syed believed that the only reliable and 
authentic source of Islam was the Quran itself and 
sought to interpret its teaching in modern 
perspective. In the first issue of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq 
for 1870 Sir Syed wrote: "the fact relating to human 
soul, the secret which are open to it, the effects of 
good and bad upon it and condition into which the soul 
falls after the death of human being and which is 
called resurrection could not be understood by human 
being without allegorization ... for instance if it is 
stated (in the Quran) about the punishment of the 
sinners in the grave, that serpents will wrap around 
them and will devour them, it is not meant that such 
serpents as we see crawling about in this world will 
really cling to the corpes rather the condition of 
Sinner's soul is described by the allegory of the 
agony, terror and despair which a human being suffers 
from snake bite. Common people and ignorant Musli" 
Mullah interpret such verses literally to mean real 
snakes and learned people understand it 
allegoricaliy" . But as the source of knowledge had 
increased in modern times, he argued that it would be 
safe now to let the people know that these Quranic 
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description were allegorical and to be understood 
literally. 
In the next issue Sir Syed discussed the Hadith 
the second most important source of Islaric 
principles. He criticized the general tendency ar.cng 
the Muslim to accept anything which to be based on zhe 
tradition of the prophet without its authenticity and 
reliability of such tradition. Consequently rr.any 
customs based on doubtful tradition found their strong 
footing in Muslim Society and gradually became 
hindrance in their cultural progress. 
Muslim generally believed that all the necessary 
researches in the science of traditions had been 
perfect carried out by great traditionalists of Islam 
and that there was no further area and scope for 
research in that Science. Sah-Sitta were regarded by 
orthodox Muslims as the only acceptable collection of 
tradition. Sir Syed pointed out that even in these 
collection there was every possibility of finding 
spurious traditions. Sir Syed warned Muslims to be 
aware of these. He, therefore, formulated z'r.e 
principles and suggested that the authenticity of any 
tradition be judged by the following: 
I A tradition contrary to general precept of Islam 
should be rejected; 
II A tradition contrary to the text of Quran must be 
rej ected; 
III A tradition not supported by revelation should be 
rej ected; 
IV Any tradition referring to historical incident 
which does not corroborate with recorded history 
be regarded invalid and, 
V The tradition in which the existing condition of 
a thing is described as being known by 
revelation, but which does not correspond with 
its nature should be regarded as untrue. 
To Sir Syed Ahmad the Quran was the only source 
of Islamic tenets and tried to prove its conformity 
with the rational standpoint of scientific age, so 
that the contempt of western writers might be removed. 
For that be accepted the laws cf nature. To Sir Syed 
"whole Universe is controlled by God through laws of 
nature. The law of nature is inviolable because 
whatever God does is the law cf nature". Since the 
law of nature was made by God ar.d Islam is a religion 
created by God, therefore, there is agreement between 
the two. No principles of Islam and no law of Shariat 
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can be against the law of nature when he says, "Islam 
is nature and nature is Islam", he means the agreement 
between the two. Sir Syed finally believed that 
"neither the Quran is contrary to law of nature, nor 
is the law of nature contrary to religion, there is 
nothing against Firat-e-Allah. 
In subsequent issues he produced a series of 
articles to interpret some Quranic verses in a 
rational way. "God is the first creator undoubtedly 
true". "The Holy Quran says that God uttered the Word 
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lBe' and this was beginning of all creation. Man is 
also His creation. Sir Syed quotes Quranic verses 
which says": we created you and then gave you shape 
and form" . He holds that man is not a machine which 
performs only specific functions. But he is like a 
tree which develops on all sides on account of all 
those inherent power that God has put into him. 
Man's great guide is reason which enables him to 
differentiate between evils and good. A man is said 
to be rational when he uses his reason and pursue his 
duty ir. its light. Orthodox ulema criticized the 
application of reason to understand religious 
problems. To them reason is imperfect, so that what 
God and the Prophet revealed was beyond question. Sir 
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Syed did not agree with this outlook. He realized that 
the educated generation of the Muslim inclined to 
believe only what satisfied their reason, so he 
argued that only a rationalistic explanation could be 
helpful in a situation in which the Muslim of India 
were living. He defined the reason in following 
words that 'it is that inherent capacity in man by 
which be draws conclusion on the basis of observation 
of objective phenomenon after mental thinking'. 
Reason, according to Sir Syed, 'can guide us in 
Understanding all problems connected with religion'.iD 
Human nature, according to Sir Syed Ahmad is not 
homogenous, it contains within itself contradiction cf 
good and evil, in a good person virtue guides vice and 
in evil person vice control virtue. Sometime virtue is 
triumphant on vice and at other time vice is 
triumphant on virtue. But there are people in whom the 
virtue alone dominates, these are person cf 
exceptional character and ability. Further he was cf 
the view that no man can achieve perfection. This is 
not only true of individual but also of communities 
and nation, to think that one in perfect is a sign cf 
1 7 its destruction. Therefore we should not believe 
that one can't commit mistakes or that he is perfect. 
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Sir Syed said that only God is perfect and only Ke 
can commit no mistakes. Man is Ashraf-ul-Makhluqat, 
he has the power to distinguish between good and evil. 
To say that a man is good or had due to customs and 
tradition is wrong as Sir Syed believed that man has 
capacity to do good or reject bad also. Man who 
possess greater number of virtues is good, virtue is 
immortal which passes from one generation to other and 
this process will continue till the last day of 
creation. God and nature are superior to man. God is 
the creator of virtues and also of Sin, good and evil. 
God control and make the laws to function the world 
all according to his wishes. 
Religion is essential for moral well being of 
the people. Religious Truth is sometime different frc~ 
the scientific Truth. The religious ideas are accepted 
and entertained independently. Man from the very 
beginning has been a religious animal. The idea cf 
religion is as old as history of man kind. Sir Syed 
believed that true religion did not hamper the 
progress and development of man because God never 
desired that his creature should decline, if God had 
thought of degrading man, there was no need of 
creating him. 
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The Indian Muslim were religious minded. They 
always tried to trace everything to back to religion. 
Religion was "their life history, character, 
patriotism -- infact every thing.... religion was the 
basis of all action and vital point upon which 
everything turned". Without religion and faith in 
God man is not complete. Muslim regarded their 
religious principles as perfect and superior to other 
religious beliefs. The Quran and Hadith were the 
fundamental source of all religious principles of 
life, therefore, no alteration was possible, following 
of which was considered meritorious. Apart from Ulema, 
the common Muslim in India " held with more or 
less orthodoxy the tenets of their faith " 
Fundamentalism and conservatism in religion by 
and large enjoyed approval of the society but Sir Syed 
Ahmad had two problems in this regard to face: One was 
taqlid and other Iftehad. The both had to be tackled 
with utmost care. The Ulemas putting restriction or. 
taqlid made it difficult to them to perform their 
original duty i.e., guiding the Muslims in a novel 
situation by interpreting religious teachings i:: 
modern perspective old institutions like polygamy, 
slavery might lost their utility and became anomalous 
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in new age but they could not be modified. b Nor could 
innovation and new ideas find any easy acceptance that 
might come under the heading of bida. Their services 
in India, thus a negative one, to maintain a uniform 
social life for the people and to preserve the 
religious and ethical tradition handed them by their 
predecessor. 
The emphasis on tradition and taqlid was 
transmitting from generation to generation of the 
Indian Muslims. Traditionalism was deep rooted among 
Muslim who were not ready to deviate from the path 
shown by Mullahs. Sir Syed believed that Muslim were 
not prepared to accept science because of their 
conservatism. Therefore with his educational campaign 
he tried to liberate the Muslim from traditionalism in 
politics as well as in religion. The Quran in which 
the message of God is preserved with the utmost 
correctness, the ulemas took it to be " 
superfluous - nay even sinful to concern themselves 
about the affairs of western world or to take any 
interest in their progressive mesures". The Muslims 
and Ulemas, therefore, considered western culture 
abominable and hated the manners of the west. They 
even did not like to shake hands with christains, to 
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eat in their companion or indeed to accept anything 
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cooked or offered by them. Sir Syed on the other 
hand opinioned that interdining with Ahl -e-kitab was 
permissible. He has discussed this point in length in 
his book. Risala Ahkam Juaam Ahl-e-Kitab. 
Sir Syed Ahmad thus made an attempt to "bring 
Islam into fresh vogue by recognizing and adopting the 
sum total of western knowledge particularly natural 
science and its allied branches of study". Sir Syed 
was the first among the Muslim to feel the need of 
reconstruction in religious thinkings. He believed 
that social degeneration of Muslim was due the wrong 
conception of putting jahandari and dindari together. 
They were two apposite passions and forces one who 
achieved jahandari lost dindari and vice-versa. Sir 
Syed further said that religion should be used as 
religion and worldly affairs should be dealt with as 
worldly and there ought to be no minglling. To mix 
religious affairs with worldly affairs would be 
ridiculous. Thus we find Sir Syed Ahmad making efforts 
to purify the sources of religion on one hand through 
publishing of articles in Tahzib. On the other to 
expose the social weakness which degraded Muslim in 
the eyes of Europeans. He chalked out programme of 
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reform and betterment which necessitated the 
acceptance of western education in accordance with the 
reformed religious principles of Islam. 
Sir Syed's method was to take a general estimate 
of all the vices prevalent in the Muslim society and 
after analysing its injurious effects on the society, 
be then suggested a way how to save the society from 
degeneration. When he took up the issue of women's 
right in Islam, he came to the conclusion that Islam 
has given them more right than christainity, but their 
existing condition was worst than their counterparts 
in Europe. He claimed that for their present situation 
Islam was in no way responsible but their ignorance. 
Further he said Muslim being on account of Uncivilized 
have adopted such ill-treatments towards their women 
on which other's laugh. 
On his return from England Sir Syed had to face 
the christain missionaries who were carrying 
propaganda against Islam in India. The religious 
activities of christain missionaries created religious 
antagonism between the christain and Muslim. Since 
1813, when a parliamentary clause had legalized 
missionary activities in India. In North India 
centres were established at Agra, Ludhiana, 
Saharanpur, Allahabad, Mainpuri etc. Missionaries 
freely used both press and plateform for their purpose 
and condemned the religious beliefs of both Hindus ar.d 
Muslims. William Muir, in his book Life of Mohamez, 
attacked on the life of prophet Mohammad and declared 
moral principles of Islam as incompatible with raoderr. 
ideals. He alleged further that the present decline cf 
Muslim throughout the world was due to Islamic 
conservatism. At this juncture Sir Syed came forward 
to meet this challenge. He wrote essays on the life cf 
the Prophet Mohammad (1870) in English which were 
later on published in urdu. Under the title of Al -
Khutbat-e-Ahwadiya, in which he refuted all the 
baseless charges of Muir against Islam. He wrote 
commentary on the Bible (known in Urdu as Taba'in ul-
kalam), he accepted the Bible to be truely revealed 
book but did not corroborate the mysteries cf 
christain religion, but upheld the Quranic point cf 
view in every controversial questions. Syed Ahmad was 
able to prove as regards authenticity of the Bible 
could not stand at par with the Quran in any respect. 
Sir Syed Ahmad was the first man in modern India 
to realize the necessity for a new interpretation cf 
Islam that was liberal, modern and progressive. In his 
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attempt to re -interprete Islam, he was to face strong 
opposition from co-religionist who were the product cf 
conservatism and traditionalism i.e. taqlid' Maulvi 
Imad Ali was particularly hostile to the mission cf 
Sir Syed, he wrote several articles refuting his ideas 
and intention and wrote a book Imdad-ul-Afag, in this 
book he published the fatwa of kufr (Charges cf 
heresy) delivered against Sir Syed by all the 
important Ulemas of India. Indeed the opposition was 
so strong that his friend insisted upon Sir Syed to 
refute the allegation of his opponents and explain his 
true position regarding his religious beliefs. Both 
Sir Syed Ahmad and Mohsin-ul-Mulk wrote articles in 
Tahzib to examine the allegation and in detail and to 
re-assert their views with fresh arguments. Sir Syed 
did not care these opposition and carried his mission 
with full enthusiasm which gradually gaining ground 
and his magazine grew more popular. The most notable 
change be noticed was the rebirth of life in the 
depressed heart of Muslim, now people started thinking 
in terms of doing something for the nation, such was 
the impact on the mind of the people that they becar.e 
conscious of backwardness of educational system. Sore 
of them seriously felt for an improvement in the 
4 7 
existing system, while others desired to do away the 
existing educational system and emphasized to learn 
modern science and technology. 
Sir Syed Ahmad, therefore, tried to define what 
actually were the true basis of Islam: 
I He emphasized unequivocally that the only 
reliable and authentic source of Islam is the 
Quran. He asked the scholar to interprete the 
Quran in accordance with present situation and to 
ignore myths and stories incorporated in 
commentaries in the Holy Book and to stand for 
the basic text. 
II with regards to traditions, he held the 
traditionalist concentrated merely on the 
authenticity of the chain of transmitter and did 
not pay attention to the authenticity of its 
content. Sir Syed was of the view that are must, 
therefore, examine all the collection with a 
critical eyes and reject all those which were not 
inconformity with the Quran and contradict to 
human experience and reason. 
Ill he does not recognize Igma as the source of 
Islamic laws. But he stood strongly for Iqtehad 
in almost all matters. 
4 8 
Thus we f ind t h a t t h r o u g h h i s l i b e r a l 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Islam, S i r Syed Ahmad succeeded in 
paving the way for modern p r o g r e s s i v e tends in Islam. 
S i r Syed as has been r i g h t l y c o n c l u d e d by Dr. 
P e r c i v a l . That S i r Syed launched a Muslim modernism 
which s o u g h t t o r e c o n c i l e t r a d i t i o n a l Is lam wi th 
modern n e e d s . 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOCIAL TRENDS IN TAHZIB-UL-AKHLAQ 
The basic object wrote Sir Syed Ahmad fcr 
publication of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, the periodical 
Journal is to prepare Muslims of India to adopt the 
higher civilization.1 Sir Syed Ahmad and his 
associates of the so called "The Aligarh Movement' 
used to write articles relating to socio-political and 
religious problems of the people. The name cf 
periodical Tahz ib -ul-Akhlaq is synonyms of social 
reformer. A detail study of all these articles reveal 
that Sir Syed had through Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq tried to 
modernize the Muslim Society. In the early 19th 
century there were already attempts made by Rajaran 
Mohan Ray, Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar and others t: 
revive Hindu society. The impact of modern wester-
culture and consciousness by an alien power gave birth 
to a new awakening. There was a strong feeling that a 
vast country like India was colonized by a handful cf 
foreigners who took advantage of the weak politicc-
socio-economic structure and culture. At this juncture 
a few thoughtful Indians began to work fcr 
strengthening the society and removing its weakness. 
Similarly, these reformers, too, faced strong 
opposition from their co-religionist as Sir Syed Ahmad 
Khan later on. 
Movement for socio-religious reforms were late 
in emerging among the Muslims, the Wahabi and Fraizi 
movements had initiated and tried hard to reform 
Muslim society, but the reforms sought to be 
introduced by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan were most 
significance and of the immense importance. According 
to him social and religious life of the Muslims could 
be improved only by imbibing modern western scientific 
knowledge and culture. Therefore promotion of modern 
education became one of the motives of his life. He 
founded in education the panecia of all ills and 
attempted to bring about political, social, moral and 
religious reform through education. 
Thus Sir Syed's programme in the field of social 
reforms was two fold. One was to refute the allegation 
of European writers that Islam as a religion was 
inconsistent with civilization. The other was to do 
away with those social habits and customs, which he 
thought, were held by Europeans to be uncivilized, 
which were regarded by Muslim to be based on religion. 
In the agenda of social reforms education occupied the 
foremost place because, without educating Muslims no 
social reform could be possible. Sir Syed, therefore, 
tried to convince Muslims that no progress was 
possible without acquiring western education. There 
was a general misunderstanding and suspicion about the 
role and value of western sciences, Muslims held that 
science would break their traditional culture. In one 
of his address, Sir Syed declared that I assure you 
ladies and gentleman, the only thing which raise the 
Muslim to high pennacle of progress is high education 
and untill and unless we produce men with high 
education we would be down trodden and would never 
reach the honourable position, which we would like to 
reach. 
For this purpose, he founded the Scientific 
Society in January 1863 at Ghazipur. The Society, 
primarily was responsible for translating English 
classical and scientific works in urdu and thereby 
helped to enable Muslim who knew urdu to acquaint 
themselves with science and technology oriented 
o 
western culture. In 1866, the office of the society 
permanently shifted to Aligarh. 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq gave a call for establishing 
the Majlis-e-khazan-ul-Bazaat-ul-Tasees Madrassa-cul -
uloom-ul-Muslemeen i.e. The Mohammadan Anglo-Oriental 
College Fund committee, the committee was to ccllec: 
fund for the establishment of a Mohammadan College 
and created enthusiasm for education not only among 
Muslim but in Hindu also. In 1869, Sir Syed Khar, wen: 
to England and made a thorough study of educational 
system at Oxford and Cambridge. It was probably in 
England that he decided to establish a university for 
higher education on the model of universities in U.K., 
at last his dream came true on 8th 1875, when Lord 
Lytten laid foundation stone of M.A.O. College. He 
described the event on as "an epoch in the social 
progress of India. Sir Hemilton Gibb remarked that 
college as the first modernist institution in India." 
The correspondent of Pioneer at Allahabad telegraphed 
a long report of the ceremony from Aligarh, in which 
he said: "Syed Ahmad recognized the all important fact 
that if the Muslims were to assume a position in which 
their abilities and natural powers were to have full 
play, it would be necessary to have western ideas of 
education. ..." the support accorded to Syed Ahrr.ad net 
only was by members of his creed but by Englishmen, and 
Hindus had been liberal . . . among privileged few who 
occupied the viceregal party were Raja Sambhu Xaram 
Singh, Raja Jai Kishan Das, Raja Kishor Kumar". 
The M.A.O. College as desired became pioneering 
for spreading western education among Muslim and 
sought to free their minds from outdated pattern of 
thought and behaviour Gradually the college picked up 
and began to play vital role in formulating political, 
social, education and cultural education of Muslims. 
The educational policy of Sir Syed was based on 
five important factors: a) spread of modern knowledge, 
(b) maintenance of Islamic principles, (c) effort to 
win over the Muslim public opinion (d) Seeking co-
operation of non-Muslim communities and (e) loyalty to 
the British government. The M.A.O. College was an 
attempt combining religion with modern education and 
western thought. 
In Tahzib-ul -Akhlaq, Sir Syed and his friends 
and associates used to write articles attracting 
Muslims towards education and in this way Tahzib-ul-
Akhlaq served as messenger of social reforms in every 
nook and corner of the country, its impact was long 
lasting and the orthodox section of society now began 
to realize the importance of western education and 
they car.e to feel that western thought and scientific 
knowledge did not stand before religion. Sir Syed 
assessing the success of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, wrote "I 
have heard the wide spread of cultural values, 
national sympathy development of urdu literature and 
what I admired for".8 For the economic advancement of 
society, Sir Syed advocated to adopt scientific method 
to increase production. Tahzib created a feeling among 
the masses that without learning modern education, no 
development was at all possible. Mohd Hikmatullah in 
one of the article published in Tahzib asked Indian 
people to develop all sort of education including 
science technology production system and utilization 
of natural resources etc for which there was ample 
scope in India. He further argued that Indian 
themselves should utilize economic resources and trade 
to earn wealth and replace. British.9 Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq 
keeping the need of hour, published articles which 
tried to bring changes in education and socio-economic 
system. 
Sir Syed Ahmad felt that the real cause of 
Muslim backwardness was their adhering to old customs 
and traditions and it flourished as a result of lack 
of education. He raised voice against outdated 
tradition and compatible customs to do away the 
educational lacking, without which neither change 
c o u l d b e p o s s i b l e i n t h o u g h t n o r i n t e l l e c t u a l a n d 
m a t e r i a l d e v e l o p m e n t c o u l d b e p o s s i b l e . S i r S y e d 
h e a v i l y c a m e down u p o n b l i n d f a i t h w h i c h l e d o u r 
i n t e l l e c t a n d wisdom t o a s t a t i c p o s i t i o n and r e a c h e d 
t o a p o s i t i o n of i n t e l l e c t u a l b o u n d a g e and e n d e d t h e 
f r e e d o m o f t h o u g h t , f u r t h e r l e d t o d e p e n d e n c e on 
o t h e r s . F o l l o w i n g c u s t o m and t r a d i t i o n was i n o t h e r 
w o r d s , a w a s t a g e of p e r s o n a l q u a l i t i e s of a p e r s o n . 
S i r S i r S y e d was n o t a g a i n s t of c u s t o m and t r a d i t i o n s 
b u t w a n t e d a m o d i f i e d v e r s i o n a n d a s c r u t i n y of 
u n n e c e s s a r y a s p e c t . For i n s t a n c e , i n A s i a n c o u n t r i e s 
a n d m o r e p a r t i c u l a r l y among M u s l i m c o u n t r i e s p e o p l e 
f o l l o w e d c u s t o m s / t r a d i t i o n s w i t h u n s h a k e n f a i t h 
i r r a t i o n a l l y a n d w i t h o u t e x a m i n i n g i t s n e g a t i v e 
a s p e c t , w h e r e a s i n w e s t e r n c o u n t r i e s , p e o p l e u s u a l l y 
d o n ' t f o l l o w / a d o p t c u s t o m s w i t h o u t r e a s o n and l o g i c -
a n d s o t h e y w e r e r e g a r d e d c i v i l i z e d a n d d e v e l o p e d . 1 - 3 
C u s t o m s , a c c o r d i n g t o S i r S y e d Ahmad Khan a r e by-
p r o d u c t o f r e l i g i o n and b e l i e f s . I n e a c h and e v e r y 
c o u n t r y i t s p e o p l e d e v e l o p t h e i r own c u s t o m w h i c h w i t h 
t h e p a s s a g e of t i m e became c o r r u p t a n d a c q u i r e c e r t a i n 
e v i l p r a c t i c e s and t h e r e f o r e t h e y n e e d a r e f c r m from 
t i m e t o t i m e , o t h e r w i s e , i t b e c o m e a c u r s e f o r t h e 
s o c i e t y . 1 4 T h e r e a r e f o u r c a u s e s , S i r Syed w r o t e t c 
give birth to custom (1) customs are born out of a 
particular type of atmosphere of the country; 2) 
social needs; (3) intermingling with other 
communities. 
Customs based on religion had deep roots ar.d 
those who believed in them following a particular 
religion regarded attempt if any reforming the custc-.s 
as deviating from the true religion. A few cust:r.s 
though did not have any religious Sanction but their 
belief strong that even religion itself failed :o 
ignore them. So many customs under the influence af 
Hinduism came, such as dowry system, marriage 
ceremonies etc, which still has strong base in : r.e 
Muslim society. 
Muslims became superstitious and credulous, each 
and every one no matter whether poor or rich were 
governed by customs even life and death came under ::.e 
purview of it witchcraft and superstition became 
inseparable part of life. In these circumstances in 
each community and country from time to time there 
appeared social reformers who made earnest efforts :o 
bring forth reform in the society but stiff resistar.ie 
and opposition by the contemporaries what happened in 
Christianity, when Martin Luther had tried to refers 
in christainity, he was ex-communicated by the pope, 
later on protestants emerged to free their religion 
from the tutelage of the pope.16 Exactly same was the 
case in Islam, when Imam Ghazali attempted to reform, 
the orthodox section issued decree to burn his famous 
book Ahya-ul -Uloom and order was issued to kill him, 
subsequently people realized the importance of Imam's 
work and awarded the title of Hujjat-ul-Islam. 
Similarly Rajaram Mohan Roy, Keshav Chandra, Vidya 
Sagar for their socio-religious reforms were bitterly 
opposed, later their efforts were appreciated. 
Customs and traditions, which were not according 
to religion could only be abrogated when all people 
make an cumulative effort. Even England considered tc 
be charr.pion of modernization, where custo-.s had 
sometime value of law, their value increases with the 
passage of time, people were so committed tc these 
customs as servants obeyed their masters, even iterate 
believed in customs which were prevalent :r. the 
society, Gold Smith favoured the customs followed by 
forefathers and he was of the view that continuance of 
country's customs and traditions are symbols of 
national independence." 
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Describing the social reform of Emperor of Rome, 
Sir Syed wrote that prior to us, there were people who 
tried to develop social system and manners of the 
Muslims and they succeeded in their efforts.* 
Describing the cultural progress of the Turks Sir Syed 
hankered that Muslims of India should come forward 
from the cultural backwardness and exonerate 
themselves from Unnecessary Prejudice. Sir Syed 
himself set the example and he colemonized the 
marriage ceremony of his son Syed Mahmud simply and 
saving the amount of extravagant, he donated that to 
college fund. 
One of the focal point of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq was 
to popularize the modern education, but to prepare the 
mind of people to adopt modern education was not easy 
task till the people made consensus and capable to 
absorb, that is why Sir Syed paid his attention to 
ameliorate the common social evils which in turn could 
be helpful for healthy development of the society, 
article written in Tahzib were mostly related to 
culture, education, religion, politics etc, which were 
of vital importance for the crogress of society. 
Indian society of Nineteenth century was deeply rooted 
in medievalism, traditionalis- and several social 
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evils were prevalent. The foremost important task fcr 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq to perform was for example to wire 
out the society and to create social and behavioural 
awareness.19 Initially in Tahzib' s publication we fir.i 
that articles were predominantly related to social 
aspect and it seems that not a single aspect of life 
remained Untouched people began criticizing the 
Tahzib, but it did not stop writing seeking fcr 
reforms. 
The Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq took up even the miner 
issues for instance, how a host should behave with a 
guest how to maintain relation , how to talk, what 
should be the mode of life, how to eat etc. Earlier, 
on these issue people reacted sharply, but later they 
not only convinced themselves but adopted in then-
daily life. Tahzib published many articles describing 
the cultural progress of Turkish people who were very 
much concerned about their character building and r.c\< 
they adorned themselves with moral upgradation. Sultar. 
Mahmud, Sultan Abdul Majid, Sultan Abdul Aziz, the 
ruler of Rome tried hard to bring social and religicu; 
reform. To som extent Turkish were influenced by the 
English culture. Sir Syed Ahmad always tried to aware 
the Muslims of India how the Turkish people wish :: 
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have cultural links west and adopted what is good from 
them. Sir Syed, Mehdi Hasan and Chiragh Ali justified 
the interdinning with Ahl-e-kitab. 
Sir Syed and his associate wrote articles 
appealing the people to discard what is hindrance in 
the progress. He advocated for character building, 
adoption of healthy traditions, to improve behaviour 
in social life, good thoughts towards Allah, tc 
cultivate the habit of love and affection. In his 
article Kahli he described the harmful effect of 
laziness, there were two types of sluggishness: 
physical and mental both of them vanish the abilities 
of man, Sir Syed said that condition of the Muslim 
would net improve till they abandon 1 etharginess , 
which had reduced them to the lowest web. He asked 
Muslim not to sit idle but to keep themselves busy in 
fruitful and constructive thinking otherwise their 
ability to do something would paralize. Further in 
one of his article Syed Ahmad described sycophancy as 
a fatal disease and responsible for many evils. He 
bitterly criticized hypocracy. 
Mar. is bestowed with wisdom and commonsense 
which animals lack, commonsense make people to realize 
what is good or bad. It is quite natural doubts always 
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a r i s e s i n t h e m i n d , a t t h i s j u n c t u r e a w i s e a n d 
i n t e l l i g e n t makes a c h o i c e w h i c h l e a d s t o s u c c e s s . 
U n d e r s t a n d i n g o r c o m m o n s e n s e m a k e s t h e p e o p l e 
f o r e s i g h t e d . B u t u n f o r t u n a t e l y M u s l i m s a r e l a c k i n g 
t h i s t o o . 2 6 To S i r S y e d , d e t e r m i n a t i o n was an 
e s s e n t i a l i n g r e d i e n t t h a t l e d t o s u c c e s s . I n c i v i l i z e d 
c o u n t r i e s p a r e n t s t o o k i n i t i a t i v e i n d e c i d i n g f u t u r e 
c o u r s e o f t h e i r c h i l d r e n b u t i n o u r s o c i e t y t h e r e was 
no s u c h t h i n g . D e c i s i o n m a k i n g a n d t o s t a n d by t h a t 
p l a y e d c r u c i a l r o l e i n c i v i l i z e d p e r s o n . 
S y m p a t h y o c c u p i e s an i m p o r t a n t p l a c e i n s o c i a l 
r e l a t i o n s . I t i s s y m p a t h y w h i c h makes a man a r e a l 
human b e i n g . S y m p a t h i z i n g a n e e d y man w o u l d mean t o 
s t r e n g t h e n a n d p r o v i d e m o r a l s u p p o r t t o f i g h t e a c h 
e v i l s . S i r S y e d a s k e d h i s f o l l o w e r t o d e v e l o p a s e n s e 
of s y m p a t h y t o w a r d s o t h e r s . 
No d o u b t , p o w e r a n d p o s i t i o n make p e o p l e 
r e s p e c t a b l e i n t h e s o c i e t y b u t t h e t h i n g w h i c h make 
p e o p l e r e s p e c t a b l e a m i d f e l l o w - b e i n g a r e p e r s o n a l 
q u a l i t i e s . P e o p l e who a r e r e s p e c t e d f o r t h e i r power 
a n d s t a t u s d o n o t h o l d t h a t p o s i t i o n f o r l o n g b e c a u s e 
r e p u t a t i o n b a s e d on a u t h o r i t y , d o n o t go b e y o n d 
a u t h o r i t y . S i r S y e d a s k e d p e o p l e t o c u l t i v a t e t h e 
s e n s e o f l o v e a n d a f f e c t i o n w h i c h was n o t o n l v 
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beneficial to him but healthy growth of the society. 
He further said that people should always avoid hot 
discussion, which is harmful to relationship and 
3 0 
create bitterness among person involved. Mushtaque 
Hussain instead of this advice to be polite, 
politeness always sort out bitter issues adroitly.J~ 
Long discussion should be avoided. Though there might 
be a difference of opinion. Right to freedom of 
opinion is enjoyed by every one whether opinion was 
strong or weak but one enjoyed the right to put his 
3 2 
opinion. Any issue of public importance should be 
open for public decision and outcome of it would be 
acceptable. When Newton propounded the theory of 
gravitation scientist debated on this issue long then 
only, it became acceptable to all people of world. Sir 
Syed was against blind following but always liked 
important issues to be sorted out through logic and 
33 reasoning. 
Muslims were divided, so they could not make any-
united effort for this, Sir Syed asked Muslim to unite 
avoiding all sort of feud and come forward to launch 
various programme for betterment of the Muslim. 
Individual efforts made the nation to progress, 
similarly degenerating attitude was a curse to the 
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society, so Sir Syed advocated to bring a reform ir. 
the personal life.35 To consider, for a nation an its 
people about completeness is detrimental, as there is 
always a chance to make progress which depend on the 
improved abilities. In civilized world with the 
changing scenario, there is always a change in the 
mode of life, which the underdeveloped lacked. So Sir 
Syed asked to keep a pace for change within the ambit 
of Islam. 
To Sir Syed, deterioting condition of Musliir.s 
was due to decision in the family which resulted intc 
fragmentation of land, for this he suggested to wakf 
the property, to which elder member of the family 
would be responsible to distribute income equally.-" 
As a result of natural calamities, every year a large 
number of children left orphan who became an easy prey 
of christian missionaries, who converted them t: 
Christianity, Sir Syed bitterly criticized the 
missionaries activity and proposed before Muslim and 
Hindu to come forward to build orphanage separately 
for Muslim and Hindu orphan, facilities, within the 
orphanage should be provide to educate them till they 
grown up to earn their livelihood.37 
Sir Syed and his associate wrote several 
articles on women's rights, Sir Syed criticized the 
western world who made a hue and cry about the 
equality of both sexes. England which considered 
herself as the champion of democracy including women's 
right, it was only in 1911 that England women got the 
right to vote. According to English lav/ after marriage 
women were deprived of personal property and does not 
qualified for any agreement. Contrary to this in Islam 
women is entitled to have personal property, to 
inherit in case of husband's death if there is no 
issue, she had right tc sale or mortgage, equally she 
enjoy to end the contract of marriage. But the 
condition of women in civilized world is much better 
than Muslim women, which should not be attributed to 
Islam. According to Sir Syed, basic reason of this is 
their ignorance, therefore he advocated for the female 
education, ° necessary for all round progress. 
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POLITICAL TRENDS IN TAHZIB-UL-AKHLAQ 
For Political trends which Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq made 
current, it is essential to have a clear understanding 
of Political vision of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan because 
Tahzib seems to have become a spokesman to what Sir 
Syed Ahmad and his associate politically used to thir.k 
about Muslims in India, national movement and British 
Indian government. "Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, says 
Professor Khalique A. Nizami, "is one of the 
architects of Modern India. He contributed many of the 
essential elements to the development of modern Indian 
society and paved the way for the growth of healthy-
scientific attitude of mind".1 
The political ideas of Sir Syed Ahmad were 
greatly influenced by the political development which 
took place in Europe during the second half of the 
nineteenth century. Another domestic event which had 
shaped his political ideas was the Revolt of 1857 ar.d 
its subsequent events. Literary sources like the Quran 
had deep impact on his mind and throughout his life he 
remained loyal to the Islamic view point. Similarly he 
was influenced by utilitarians like J.S. Mill. 
Writings of Steel and Eddison, specially on social 
issues made Sir Syed aware about the problems of 
Muslims in India and under their influence he started 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq. 
Sir Syed's role in Indian politics has remained 
a subject of controversy and still is debated by 
scholars. Generally it is believed that Sir Syed 
started his public career as a staunch nationalist but 
ended as a communalist and acted as a stooge of 
British government. Regarding change in his attitude 
Maulana Shibli said, "The powerful pen that could 
produce a book like Asbab-i-Baghawat-e-Hind, that lion 
of a man who while opposing the Panjab university 
Bill, Shattered every argument advanced by Lord Lytten 
that fearless man who walked out of the Agra Darbar 
because Indian and Englishmen were not treated a like 
in the matter of sitting arrangements, that patriot 
who hailed the Bengalis as the pride of country 
But circumstances and his surroundings made him pull 
the Muslims back from playing their part in the 
national movement.". His critics held Mr. T. Beck, 
the Principal of M.A.O. college, responsible for this 
change in his political outlook. But this is not true 
that Mr. Beck exercised so cowerful influence on 
political views of Sir Syed. The change was due to 
political condition through which country was passing. 
Hindi-Urdu controversy had a strong impression on his 
mind and it probably led him to found college and 
Mohammadan Educational conference. 
Sir Syed throughout his life worked very hard to 
improve the condition of Muslims. In post-1857 period 
socio-economic condition of Muslim had been extremely 
miserable. The British Indian government held them 
responsible for the revolt of 1857, and therefore 
pounced on them harshly and tried to reduced them to 
poverty, so that they might not even think of rising 
in revolt in future. At this juncture, Sir Syed 
realised that misunderstanding between government and 
Muslim ryot ought to be removed. He felt that Muslim's 
advancement was not possible as long as British locked 
down upon them as rebel and traitors. He then tried to 
convince the British and government that Muslim in 
general were not oppose to the government and there 
was no enimity and bitterness among Muslim to the 
British. It was perhaps for this reason that Sir Syed 
on birth of Indian National congress in 1885, did r.ot 
give any viev; but was said to have asked Muslim not to 
join congress and national movement. At that time he 
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kept himself engaged in more fundamental question of 
education on priority basis, without undermining the 
ultimate objective of political consciousness. Ever. 
Jawahar Lai Nehru very rightly remarked that his 
decision to remain out of politics was correct. 
There are three period in the development of Sir 
Syed's political views: 
I 1862-84, when he expressed himself as an Indian 
both for Hindus and Muslims; 
II 1885-88, when he opposed Indian National Congress 
and remained as spokesman of Muslims of North 
India; 
III 1889-98, when he dissociated himself from active 
politics and did not deliver any political speech. 
From contemporary sources we gather that Sir 
Syed's political views were not motivated by any 
communal consideration but that was the need of time, 
he mainly worked among the Muslim whom he found to be 
more backward educationally and economically than the 
other communities of India. Throughout his life he 
worked in collaboration with Hindus and set the ideal 
of good will and cooperation between various 
communities. Jawahar Lai Nehru defending Sir Syed 
wrote, "he (Sir Syed) was not a opposed tc the 
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National Congress because he considered it 
predominantly a Hindu organization, he opposed it 
because he thought it was politically too aggressive 
and he wanted British help and cooperation he was 
in no way anti-Hindu or communally separatist. He 
repeatedly emphasized that religious difference should 
have no political or national significance". "Do you 
not inhabit the same land', Sir Syed said, 'remember 
that the words Hindu and Mohammadans are only mear.t 
for religious distinction, otherwise all persons, 
whether Hindu or Mohammadan, even the christains who 
reside in this country, are all in this particular 
respect belonging to one and the same nation' ." 
Professor Nurul Haque of Pakistan says, "Sir Syed has 
been blamed by some non-Muslim critics and even by 
some Muslim politician for his attitude towards Indian 
freedom. We are not aware that he did not want the 
freedom of India or that he wanted the division of the 
country. Sir Syed died in 1898 and the demand for the 
partition of India arose in the second quarter of the 
20th century on account of events that came long after 
Sir Syed's death. From the evidence, we have, it 
seems that he never thought of division of India. All 
that he wanted was an Indian freedom in which all 
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minorities -- Muslins, Sikhs, Christain and others 
would have legitimate Share". 
Sir Syed did not join hand with majority 
community on political front but this does not mean 
that he lacked feeling of nationalism and patriotism 
and his political views did effect the relationship 
between the Hindus and Muslim. In Amritsar in 1884, he 
in his lecture said, "I tell* both Hidus and Muslim 
that no doubt it is impossible to have a unanimous 
opinion on all the points but it would not be strange 
if both joined hands in problems common to both, for 
the good of all, if you will not do so then both, 
Hindus and Muslim, will equally suffer". 
Sir Syed asked the Muslim not to join the 
congress. He said, "It is not in the interest of 
Muslims of India to join the congress agitation but 
still they can behave well towards each other and live 
peacefully inspite of their differences in politics". 
He himself admitted that he did not like to deliver 
lectures on politics but diverted his attention 
towards education of Muslim which was according to him 
beneficial to India, Muslim and tc the government. 
The articles written by Sir Syed Ahmad and his 
associates in Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq fell into following 
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categories: 
(i) Those related to political issues of long-
standing and corrent, 
(ii) Those written hailing the government and its 
efforts to develop the country and also articles; 
asking Muslims to remain loyal and obedient cc 
the British government; 
(iii) Those written to seek co-relation of religicr. 
with current political system, and 
(iv) and those which shows how social set up a r. d 
social behaviour is influenced by political se: 
up, how the machinery of the government would re 
helpful in propagation of education, how far the 
government was responsible for educational 
backwardness or they were themselves responsible. 
But it does not mean that Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq always 
published articles which highlighted the British 
government. Sometimes articles criticizing the 
various policies which either direct or indirect 
effect on the society were also written. 
Sometimes through articles government attention 
was focused on particular problem of public 
concerned in all these we find Sir S y e d 
emphasized on the freedom of speech and 
expression. 
Sir Syed in one of his articles emphasized how 
the freedom of expression is instrumental in healthy 
development of society. The correctness of an opinion 
does not depend upon the number of persons holding it 
but upon the accuracy of judgement. He writes: 
"suppose all men, except one, agree upon one thing and 
only that particular man maintains a different 
opinion; in such a case all those men do not have any 
right to condemn his views. There is no reason to hold 
that whereas any five men have a perfect right to 
contest the correctness of the opinion of five others. 
One man does not have such a right to challenge nine 
others . The correctness or otherwise of opinion does 
not depend upon the number of people on its side, it 
depends on its logic. If it is possible that the 
opinion of nine is correct in comparison to one, it 
can also be possible that the view of one man is 
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correct m comparison to nine". Karamant Hussam in 
his article described how people should scrutinize the 
opinion and put forward a conclusion, he had given an 
example that how people in ancient time treated a king 
like god and considered him as divine and subject were 
meant for them, now in modern age this theory has 
changed and it is considered that the governments are 
for the welfare of people. According to Sir Syed 
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freedom of speech and expression is an essential 
ingredient for the development of society. Therefore, 
Sir Syed asked people to form correct opinion and 
appose all those opinions which were hindrance in 
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formation of sound public opinion. He was great 
exponent of freedom of thought and expression, and it 
enabled him to produce the monumental work Asbab-i -
Baghawat-e-Hind, in which he blamed the British 
government for its failure to admit the Indians to the 
legislative council of India and it according to him 
was the main cause of the revolt. 
Mushtaq Hussain and Sir Syed Ahmad. 1 0 in their 
articles asked the people to work themselves for the 
development and welfare of their own community. They 
argued that it was wrong to blame the government for 
not giving employment to Muslim. The reason was that 
employment was not on the basis of religion but 
according to merit. According to Sir Syed it was the 
duty of state to maintain Law and Order, peace and 
protect the lives of people and their property and to 
provide all sort of freedom. In his article 'Self 
help' he said that it is becoming clear every day that 
the function of the state is negative to protect life 
and property of the individual' . He further said 
that when the government machineries implement the 
laws properly, then only people utilized their 
capabilities in a better way on individual basis 
without interference of the Government. 'Self-help', 
Sir Syed, argues was the best instrument for the 
development when many individuals indulge themselves 
in 'Self-help' process, this leads to national 
development and prosperity. When people start 
relying on state or others they can't progress and 
desire of 'self-help' gradually vanishes from the 
individual's minds, and when the determination of 
self-development is lost in individual, no government 
however efficient can produce any fruitful results. 
According to Syed Ahmad it is the duty of the state to 
protect the rights of individual their property, 
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religion and freedom of expression, State should 
maintain peace and harmony, which was the necessity 
for the development. State should protect the weaks 
against the strong. State was supposed to treat all 
its citizen equally, in this way we can call such a 
state as civilized one. 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq tries to clarify 
misunderstanding in the mind of Muslims that Islam 
teaches hatred towards other communities, rather 
emphasized proper treatment and good will among the 
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communities, Islam was against any sort of prejudice 
against any religion. Sir Syed, through religious 
appeal tried to do away religious fanatacism which was 
harmful for good relationship. From the articles 
published in Tahzib-ul -Akhlaq we gather that prime 
objects of its publication were: (1) to fight social 
evils; (2) to bring about social reforms and (iii) to 
help to spread education, through creating awakening 
among people particularly Muslim that without 
education they would stand no where. If the Muslims 
wanted to have progress, prosperity, awakening, 
government jobs and modernization then education was 
must and for that they needed cooperation and help of 
the British government and not confrontation. 
Government of Madras, in 1872 reminded the 
Director of public instruction and education that the 
number of Muslims in government school and colleges 
was lowest. In higher services and also the number of 
Muslims holding high offices was almost negligible. 
For this state of affairs Sir Syed blamed Muslims who 
unfortunately did not take benefit of schools and 
colleges run by the government. 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq had obviously to reflect 
re conei1iatory attitude of Sir Syed towards the 
British, at the sometime he never hesitated to 
criticize the British government for its ill-deeds. 
Sir Syed came down heavily on the British India 
government making foul claims that oriental languages 
were being developed, because their real intention was 
to keep their rule intact on India. Sir Syed quoted 
from an article published in the pioneer criticisizing 
the government policy on education and the government, 
instead of raising the value of the education in the 
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native mind is actually lowing it. 
Through a close study of articles in Tahzib, we 
come to the conclusion that Tahzib neither adopted a 
flattering attitude towards the British government nor 
it sacrificed its freedom of thought and opinion. 
Tahzib proved not only to be an instrumental for 
propagating educational development but responsible 
also for cultivating a sense of national feeling and 
making people aware of national integration and the 
importance of unity and brotherhood. Tahzib always 
apposed communal, regional and sectional feeling. 
National integration was another idea very dear to Sir 
Syed. It was a reality of life to him. He was brought 
up in an extraordinary atmosphere of love and amity, 
with all people irrespective of caste, colour or 
creed. When Sir Syed celebrated the Bismi1lah ceremony 
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of his grandson Ross Masood - a ceremony of semi 
religious character, he placed his grandson in the 
leps of his friend Raja Jai Kishan Das. When he 
established Madrasa at Ghazipur he invited both Raja 
Dev Narayan Singh and Maulana Fasih to lay its 
foundation stone - a remarkable example of his 
consciousness to promote cordial relationship between 
the Hindus and Muslims. We find that how Sir Syed 
promoted the idea of national unity and supported the 
communal harmony as principle of life. As incharge of 
relief committee at Moradabad during the terrible 
famine of 1860, he looked after all people 
irrespective of their religion or caste, at this time 
Raja Jaikishan Das was struck by his sympathy and 
affection towards people and became his life long 
companion. 
On the question of representative government Sir 
Syed's ideas closely resemble with those of J.S. Mill 
whose concept representative government appears to 
have considerably influenced his ideas Mill says that 
the 'best form of government is that in which the 
sovereignty or supreme controlling power, in the last 
resort is vested in the aggregate of the community 
. . . . According to Sir Syed representative 
government will be successful when people will be 
educated and able to understand the political affairs. 
Religious toleration was another condition for the 
success of representative institutions. Although Sir 
Syed was staunch supporter of representative 
institutions, he disliked their introduction in India 
in a condition that existed in the later half of the 
nineteenth century. For the introduction of 
localself government, he held the view that people's 
participation in the local affair create interest 
among the people about the day-to-day administration 
and they will be able to learn basics of 
administration. 
As Sir Syed advocated for the freedom of speech 
and expression, which according to him was essential 
for the development of people, he equally advocated 
for the freedom of press, to him a government which 
does not give freedom of the press can't be called 
civilized. Therefore to permit the liberty of the 
press is the part of a wise government and to preserve 
it is the part of free people. Sir Syed believes that 
every one should be equal before the law, and law 
should provide equal rights and protection to all, and 
laws should be based on popular consensus of the 
ruled. 
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Sir Syed strongly believed that education was a 
basic necessity for an all round development and 
progress of the society. To Syed Ahmad 'The human soul 
without education is like a rough piece of marble and 
unless the sculptor works on it and removes it 
roughness.... its good qualities remains hidden in it 
and its fascinating shades, beautiful views.... do not 
appear. The same is the condition of human soul. 
However gen11e - hearted man may be, unless he is 
educated, all sorts of good qualities and graces that 
are latent in him can't emerge without the assistance 
of education. He believed that higher education was 
also essential for success in business and 
understanding the principles of modern concept of 
economics. He also favoured for women education. On 
the issue of slavery, he criticized the western 
writers that Islam has justified the institution of 
slavery. He condemned slavery as unnatural and against 
the will of God. He was of the opinion that all men 
are born free and everyone is free to enjoy rights and 
liberty which do not harm others. He wrote a book 
"A b t a 1 -e-Ghulami in which he discussed in details 
about various issues related to it. 
There was hardly any programme related to social 
and e d u c a t i o n a l development in which he did not t a 
keen i n t e r e s t and played a f f e c t i v e r o l e . He was deep±> 
concerned about mutual unde r s t and ing , good r e l a t i o n s 
and c o o p e r a t i o n between v a r i o u s communities and he 
t r i e d t o b r i n g about e m o t i o n a l and s o c i a l 
i n t e g r a t i o n so as t o pave t h e way f o r n a t i o n a l 
development. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SIR SYED AHMAD KHAN AND NATIONAL MOVEMENT 
The Indian National Congress (1885) very soon 
gained popular support among educated Indians and got 
momentum after first session. But there were certain 
sections of people both Hindu and Muslim who came 
forward to oppose congress for its political programme 
and ideology. Initially Sir Syed Ahmad remained 
silent, but later on he opposed congress publically 
and started writing articles in The Aligarh Institute 
Gazette, condemning the demands put forwarded by the 
congress. The congress demand for holding simultaneous 
competitive examination in India and England opposed 
by Sir Syed on the ground that only Bengali Babus, who 
acquired english education would be benefitted at the 
cost of all other section of the society. Hence 
competition in India meant permanent subjugation of 
the backward community by the more advancement and 
educated community. 
Sir Syed in his mission against the congress, 
was supported by Mr. Theodore Beck, Principal of the 
M.A.O. college, who exercised considerable influence 
on his mind. Growth of Indian nationalism meant a 
menance to the British imperialism, and had to be 
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fought at any cost. Mr. Beck came to India on a 
mission to oppose the nationalism in India. He worked 
along with Sir Syed in the interest of the British 
empire and encouraged Muslims to be loyal to the 
British empire. In 1888, Sir Syed and Theodore Beck 
founded an organisation called the Indian Patriotic 
Association with an objective to make English people 
aware that the so-called National Congress was not a 
representative body of both Hindus and Muslims, as 
claimed by the congress centre of patriotic 
Association were established in various cities to 
carry out propaganda against the National Congress and 
inspire people to be loyal to the British government. 
Though patriotic Association was successful in its 
mission, Beck adviced Sir Syed to establish an 
organization consisting exclusively the Muslim. 
Sir Syed, therefore, in December 1893 founded 
another organization called Mohammadan Anglo-Oriental 
Defence Association, to counter the anti-cow killing 
movement. At this time Beck observed that congress was 
a Hindu party and any transfer of power would benefit 
a particular section of population i.e. the Hindu and 
obviously neglect the Muslim. The Muslim therefore, 
along with English should oppose the National congress 
which was both anti-British and anti-Muslim. Other 
objective of the Defence Association include: to 
strengthen the roots of the British rule in India; and 
foster loyalty among Muslims and to prevent Muslim's 
partipation in Indian national movement headed by 
congress party. 
Mr Beck who was a true imperialist and wanted to 
the consolidation and supremacy of the British rule, 
foresaw the rising emergence of Indian nationalism as 
a threat to British rule. He, therefore, tried to find 
out in Muslims a close ally of the British rule. He 
utilized every opportunity to oppose congress. "The 
representative institution, Beck said, "would be 
unsuitable to India and of they were introduced, the 
Muslims would be permanently subjugated to the Hindu 
majority." In this way Mr. Beck tried to create 
apprehension among Muslim about Hindu domination, but 
his real motive opposing congress was further 
strengthen the hold of British on India and for that 
they even went to the extent to follow the policy of 
divide and rule. Sir Syed's hostile attitude towards 
congress, it is said, was because of Beck's influence. 
According to Mehta and Patwardhan, Beck assiduously 
tried to Sir Syed away from nationalism to 
change his political attachment from the British 
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liberal to conservative and to awake an enthusiasm for 
a rapproachment between, the Muslim and government."" 
Rejendra Prasad said that Sir syed opposed congress 
because he thought Muslims, due to lack of education 
were not in position to launch any political 
agitation; secondly he was scared of those turbulent 
days of 1857, in case of their participation in the 
national movement aroused the wrath of the British. 
During the revolt of 1857 and afterward, Sir 
Syed Ahmad became fully convinced that it was next to 
impossible to overthrow a well-established and strong 
British rule. He, therefore, asked the Muslims to 
adopt a policy of reconciliation and not 
confrontation. He sought to establish a political 
understanding between the British and Muslims. He 
tried to convince the British that it were not the 
Muslims who could be held responsible for the revolt 
but he hold the British government responsible for the 
Mutiny. He wrote a book, yThe Loyal Mohammadans of 
India', in which he tried to highlight the services 
rendered by Muslim during the revolt of 1857 and their 
favour to the British government. 
It would be historically incorrect to say that 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan's opposition to Indian National 
Congress was guided by any sectarian or communal 
consideration. If this was so one may argue, then why 
Hindu aristocrats like Jogendra Nath opposed the 
congress, Kunwar Durga Prasad, Talugdar of Sarwar. 
Baragawan said that he has no hesitation to brand the 
Indian National Congress as seditious agitation intend 
to prove mischievous both to the people and the 
government. He firmly declared that the introduction 
of representative government in India was impossible 
due to hostility among the different section of 
people. Another Taluqdar of Sandila Kunwar Narendra 
Bahadur expressed similar views towards the congress. 
Raja of Bhinga Oudh, Uday Pratap Singh wrote a book 
'Democracy Not Suited to India' in which he opposed 
congress and its proposal of the introduction of 
representative institution saying that Indian were not 
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capable to adhere this institution. 
Opposition to congress was considerable. It was 
not Sir Syed Ahmad alone but a large number of Hindus 
as well as Muslims were critical of National congress 
right from inception. They felt that majority of 
Indian people, illiterate and ignorant as they were 
would not be capable to run and have effective say ir. 
representative institution. 
Opposition to congress by Sir Syed and his 
associates did not mean that Muslims of India, as a 
whole opposed the congress. But a considerable number 
of Muslims not only joined the congress but played the 
crucial role throughout the national movement, Jawahar 
Lai Nehru rightly remarked that, 'None the less many 
prominent Moslems Joined the national congress. 
British policy became definitely pro-Muslim, or rather 
in favour of those elements among the Muslim who were 
opposed to the National Movement. But early in the 
twentieth century the tendency towards nationalism and 
political activity became more noticeable among the 
young generation of Muslims." He further said that 
Sir Syed was not opposed to the congress because it 
was predominantly a Hindu organization but he opposed 
congress Sir Syed found it too aggressive, and he 
wanted British and cooperation. Among the Muslims 
who played significant role in the development of 
congress, Badruddin Tyabji was notable, who presided 
the third annual session of congress in 1887 at Madras 
and regretted the abstention of Muslim from the Indian 
National congress. Tyabji regularly wrote letters tc 
Sir Syed Ahmad asking to change his attitude towards 
the congress and to adopt a conciliatory attitude. But 
he failed to convince Sir Syed, partly because of' Sir 
9: 
Syed's strong conviction to keep Muslim masses aloof 
from any agitational politics and thus indirectly not 
to attract the wrath of the British imperialism. 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan being an eye witness of the 
revolt of 1857 and ruthless suppression. Therefore 
asked Muslims not to participate in any sort of 
politics. Sir Syed diverted all his attention and 
energy towards educational uplift of the Muslim. He 
believed that illiterate and ignorant Muslim would 
remain backward, socially, educationally, culturally 
and above all economically and they would never be 
able to participate in government to have benefits; to 
acquire modernization along with new age and to became 
part and percale of the country's mainstream. He also 
felt that without science and technology there could 
be no economic uplift. He therefore emphasized that 
Muslim should take to education and learn science and 
technology. 
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Sir Syed, The Aligarh Institute Gazette, 1 March 
1890 . 
The Aligarh Institute Gazette, 28 July 1894. 
Ibid., 30 January 1984. 
Mohammad Noman, Muslim India, p. 52. 
Mehta and Patwardhan, The Communal Traingle, p.58. 
Prasad, Rajendra, India Divided, p.96. 
Sir Syed, Asbab-e-Baghawat-e-Hind, p.3. 
Uday Pratap Singh, Democracy Nat Suited to India, 
p. 82 . 
Nehru, Jawahar Lai, The Descovery of India, p.348. 
Ibid. , p.347 . 
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